Terminals

The terminals and multipoints can communicate
through various media. Moreover, it is possible
to place the terminals anywhere in the network
thanks to their direct communication with the central system.

Today meter readings are almost exclusively obtained via serial protocols such as 62056-21, M-Bus
and wireless M-Bus. Due to the serial protocol meter
values are read directly from the meter. This lowers
the risk for missing missing pulses, configuration
errors and so on. In the serial protocol several
other data can be retrieved such as current and
voltage per phase and interruption statistics. The
terminals also have control functions that can be
used to control external devices.

Value added

Thanks to the MActor beeing a two-way communication system, it is possible to influence events
in the network by accepting the status message
from various donors. It is also possible to switch
functions in the terminal such as storage of hourly
readings or status of the meters, disruption and
activation of the control exit. The configuration of
the terminal’s software can be performed from the
Central System and from a competent client.

Future possibilities

MActor is designed on the LonWorks® open standard, and can communicate via several media; IP,
radio, twisted pair or power line. The system can
handle meter readings, alarms, street lights, energy
optimization and a number of other events. It can
also be integrated with property systems, network
surveillance and so forth. In short – with MActor
you get the accurate readings you need, whenever
you need them.
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Öpen architecture

IP and LonWorks® are open standards used for
communication and building of infrastructure. The
actual communication protocol is therefore available
to all producers of hardware and software. Currently,
thousands of companies produces LonWorks®based products and systems. That means you do
not become dependent on a single supplier - neither
in the individual parts nor in the case of the whole.
In addition, this openness means that multiple suppliers with different LonWorks®-based products can
use your infrastructure. A diversity of component
suppliers and system integrators in LonWorks® also
means increased security. Especially in a longer
perspective, when it comes to the development
and maintenance of your investments.

Central system

The future

To be prepared for the future and for our users to
be able to meet future demand for customer communication Metrima has developed a flexible twoway communication system - MActor - based on the
open IP and LonWorks®-standards. Transparency
and the bi-directional communication allows MActor
to work now, as well as in the future, regardless of
what customers or authorities will impose on you.
MActor handles meter values, hourly meter reading,
events, alarms etc. Thanks to the system beeing
based on the standards, there are also opportunities to integrate other vendors’ components or to
give other systems permission to use the same
infrastructure. This may be different types of real
estate systems, streetlight management, surveillance of networks etc. Lon Works® is an open
standard that is built on the same basic principles

as an ordinary computer network. MActor gives
you the ability to integrate components from other
suppliers of LonWorks® products.

MActor

MActor is a complete two-way system currently used
by our customers to collect data from electricity,
district heating and cooling, water and gas. The
concept also includes the ability to control of various
kinds such as streetlight control. Components of
the system are:

•
•
•

Central software for installation, configuration 		
and collection.
Multipoints for building infrastructure.
Terminals for the collection and storage of
meter values, and control of other external
equipment.
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The MActor AMR/AMM-system consists of a communication server, a database server and client
modules. Clients that will go around the clock runs
on a specific machine, in particular, clients of the
meter reading. Other modules for example installation, initiation of terminals, scheduling of meter
reading and supervisory functions are utilized by
users on their own computers. Clients are structured
to perform specific tasks so that functional additions
do not affect the existing installation.

Infrastructure with multipoints

The infrastructure in MActor is built up by multipoints.
Multipoints select messages and send them furter
in the network. The multipoint does not store any
data, the storage takes place in the database of
the central system. Thus, there is no software in
the multipoints that must be adapted to different
terminals. Even this is handled in the central system,
which makes it easy to integrate new products into
the system centrally.

Other examples of communications medium that
multipoints handle is twisted pair, cellular radio,
GPRS, radio and electricity networks. Depending on
the medium that is available, one can mount several
multipoints after each other to easily reach different
locations by using the medium that is available. The
opportunities are only limited by the imagination
and pace of technological development.

Communications

MActor communicates directly with each terminal. Communication takes place via multipoints
that send messages to the terminal, which in turn
responds to the central computer where the measurements are stored. For the multipoints closest
to the central system IP-network (WAN) is used.
From the IP-router the communications can be
done directly through LSP network or by creating
”islands” through the signal cable or radio. Each IPpoint (Multipoint) is handled and read in parallel by
the central system. The performance increase and
the meter reading time is reduced with increased
number of multipoints that can be established. With
the help from the central system and our experience,
the capacity can be increased further.
The power line network is a communication medium
in change. When different types of equipment is
plugged in, there is always a risk of interference.
Therefore the communication from the multipoint
on the LSP network is always sent on all three
phases. We have also developed a repeat function
in each terminal. This provides the opportunity to
send messages forward in several steps between
the terminals. All terminals operates in this way as
repeaters to each other.

